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Foreword by Irish D. Torres

As the world started its battle against a faceless
enemy last year, the word ‘lockdown’ has become so
overused and has turned out to be the most hated one
as days passed by. People have been screaming to beat
all sorts of boredom they experience at home, and some
even wanted to go back to normal functions amidst the
deadly outbreak. Misogynists and sexists must have
known now how bad it feels to be “locked”.

For centuries and until today (in some cultures to
say the least), plenty of women have been in “total
lockdown”. They were not allowed to go freely outside, to
exercise freedom of speech, to have access to quality
education, to land in a decent job, and to hold
leadership positions in the society. These women were
under the cruel claws of patriarchy and they never had



freedom over their own bodies. They can’t choose the
one whom they should marry and must really abide in
all the traditions and customs they’ve grown up to. They
were totally powerless, discriminated against, and
downplayed. They were only respected if and when they
wear something long, and not for who they truly are.
They were judged based on physical appearance and
were bullied if they don’t conform to the world’s
standard of beauty. Hence, this COVID-19 lockdown is
nothing compared to the kind of lockdown experienced
by a lot of women around the globe.

Nowadays, women have risen into power and
many have stood up for their rights against those who
treat them as inferior. Thanks to feminism, women have
now realized that they are worth more than what society
labels them to be.



This book is dedicated to all women out there who
have long been experiencing real “lockdown”. Know that
in God’s perfect time, you’ll get out of that patriarchal
dictatorship that’s continually scaring you and you’ll
enjoy the things that you truly deserve as a human
being. This is also for all those who were abused and
were taken advantage of most especially in these trying
times where we are forced to stay at home. You’re not a
hopeless case. Soon, you will rise from ashes and become
like gold.



impairing women
for ages—

total lockdown



stay-at-home rule
I’m marked safe
from catcallers



rejected
for the

twentieth time
blaming my

two x-chromosomes



body-shaming
can’t keep myself

from starving



long dress
the patriarchy’s requirement

for respect



pushed
at the elevator

he told me
chivalry
is dead



gray eyeliner
and purple lashes

my man’s fist
is a giant

makeup brush



I can’t breathe
the deafening sound

of inequity



no pandemic
is more
lethal

than slavery
and sexism



shackled hands
chained feet
she wrote

her last words
with a bloody nose



Epilogue

There’s No Hell Like Home

There is much comfort in staying at home during
this pandemic, but concealed voices of physically
and sexually abused women scream for help, For
permanent freedom, The system is too deaf to
hear their whispers.

even bleach
can’t remove it
stained sheet
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